
LABEL MACHINES CONFIGURABLE WITH:

Hot stamping 
Silk Screen Printing
Flat bed die cutting
Laser die cutting
Varnishing

LASER DIE CUTTING MACHINES FOR SELF ADHESIVE LABELS
SLITTERS
MACHINES FOR OTHER APPLICATIONS

Since 1970 CARTES has been producing labels machines.

Our facilities are located in Moglia in the province of Mantova and they extend on a 

6.000 sqm area, where a skilled and professional team works.

CARTES has affirmed its success in 80 Countries where more than 4.000 machines are 

installed and feature for their quality, innovation, mechanical strength and high precision.

We constantly aim for innovative technical solutions for the label reel market.

CARTES offers the widest range of labels machines with hot stamping, silk screen 
printing, flat bed die cutting, embossing, varnishing and with the exclusive LASER 

for die cutting and converting.

CARTES first developed and commercialized the LASER technology applied to

self-adhesive label die-cutting.

Today, 12 years later, there are more than 200 Cartes Laser die cutting machines

installed in 34 countries around the world confirming that the CARTES LASER 

technology still represents the most successful solution worldwide.

The combination of CARTES LASER TECHNOLOGY with the stamping units of 

CARTES HS SERIES has given birth to the exclusive CARTES HS COMBILASER 
SERIES. 
Thus, the LASER die cutting unit is combined with hot stamping, silk screen printing, 
engraving and varnishing units, in a all-in-one customisable machine.

These machines are very appreciated by label producers as they can create a huge 

variety of luxurious labels, complete with background, finishing decorations and perfect 

die-cutting in a single, high speed process.
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BY CAR
FREEWAY A22

MODENA – BRENNERO
EXIT REGGIOLO – ROLO

BY PLANE
THE NEAREST AIRPORTS ARE:

VERONA (70 Km)
BOLOGNA (80 Km)

BY TRAIN
THE NEAREST STATIONS ARE:

MODENA (40 km), MANTOVA (35 Km),
CARPI (20 Km), VERONA (70 Km)

HOW TO REACH OUR FACILITIES

CARTES installations worldwide


